(1)
In [l ] F. Brauer considers two systems of differential equations:
(1)
x' = Ax + pit) and (2) y' = Ay+fit,y)+pit)
where A is an raXra matrix, p is an ra-dimensional column vector function continuous for 0 St < °°, and/ is an ra-dimensional column vector function continuous for Of=t<<x>, \y\ <«>. The solutions of (1) are compared with those of (2). He requires that there exist a continuous function X such that
By interpreting (3) in a certain manner we are able to obtain a stability criterion which is generally stronger than Brauer obtained. This leads us to the following considerations.
In (1) and (2) A positive number k can be found such that -yTDy^ -k\y\2.
Theorem.
Suppose there exist a continuous function X on 0^t<<x> and a number M such that yTCfandfCy are each less than\(t) \ y \2/ (2 Ar e) for t>Mand e>0, but eas small as we please. If\(t) <kfor t>M, then every solution of (2) tends to zero as t-> oo. If M = 0, then the null solution of (2) is globally asymptotically stable.
The proof is immediate if M = 0 since V is negative definite. If M>0, then all we must show is that no solution has finite escape time and this is easily done using arguments similar to those at the start of this section.
Since we require that \(t) <k for t sufficiently large while Brauer requires that f^X^dt < =o , the conditions are not strictly comparable, but in general the former is less restrictive.
Also, the requirement that p(t)=0 is slight due to our conditions on / and X. University of Alberta, Edmonton
